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June 7 
Track Day at Pacific Raceway. 
See inside for all the information.

June 8 
Dyno Day at Carb Connection. Our 
annual opportunity to see how much 
horsepower you really have.

June 22 
E30 Tech Session at Accuracy 
Automotive in Gig Harbor. The address 
and time are in this issue.

June 23 
E30 Picnic at the LeMay Family Collection. 
Only the biggest E30 event on the planet.
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Board Meeting. All members welcome. 
RSVP to president@bmwpugetsound.com.

May 28, Tuesday 
Deadline for the Q3 2019 Zündfolge.

For more information about any event, go to www.BMWPugetSound.com.
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ON THE COVER 
BMW showed the new 7 Series in Geneva
in plug-in hybrid form. This is the 745e
and demonstrates BMW’s commitment
to an electric future.

Photo by BMW Press

President’s Column
The dark days of The NorThwesT wiNTer are goNe and it is time
to think about driving and enjoying your BMW. Our first tour will be
on April 27, the Cascade Tour and will leave from Eastside Bavarian
in Issaquah. Watch for ATS announcements and links on the website.
April is not that far away after all!
 Last issue, I issued a request for your assistance to help with Club
functions. I can happily report that some of you have stepped forward
to volunteer your time. For those volunteers, I thank you greatly. We
have a tours coordinator now who will lead two tours and is eager to
help other members lead their first tour. If you are interested, contact
me. We recently had a tech event at Group 2 that was facilitated by
Andy Weist, a very enthusiastic member and track driver. So, if you
have some time and would like to get involved, let me know.
 I am optimistic that when the Club is handed over to Dana Lantz 
in 2020 and celebrating 50 years of being in existence, the State of the
Club will be strong and dynamic. It does take your participation.
 See you on the road.

Steve Libby, President
Puget Sound Chapter BMW CCA

Dr. Libby in full containment gear at his day job.

2019 Cascade Foothills Tour
Back By popular demaNd, we will have  
a full driving tours calendar for 2019.
You are the members who want to enjoy 
your BMW out on the open road, not
just running around a track. The driving 
tours team heard you, and we are back
to offer you some great drives this year.  
 Our first 2019 tour is on Saturday,
April 27, a scenic half-day drive up to 
the Cascade foothills from Issaquah to
Snohomish. We’ll start out at Eastside 
Bavarian. Please be there no later than
8:00 am. After a short drivers’ meeting, 
we’ll leave promptly at 8:30.
 First leg of our drive will bring us  
to Carnation for a stop at Giordano’s
Vintage Motors at 4501 Tolt Avenue. 
Jim has agreed to open up a little early
and let us tour his collection of cars and 
memorabilia.
 From there we’ll continue our drive 
up the Valley, taking a few back roads
and ending up in Monroe. Then we will 
meander up Woods Creek Road and
up around Lake Roesiger. Finally, we’ll 

work our way back toward Snohomish,
ending up around lunchtime in the  
historic downtown area. Old town
Snohomish is a great destination to walk 
around, shop for antiques, enjoy ice cream,
and find a great lunch spot. Our group 
will be too large to fit in one restaurant,
but there are several to choose from. The  
rest of the day is on your own to relax
or continue exploring around town, or 
in the many county roads.
 No special skills or equipment are 
necessary to participate in our driving
tours. The only requirement, other than 
at least one person in your party being
a member, is following the rules of the 
road and common courtesy. Tailgating
and unsafe passing are not what we are 
about. We want everyone to enjoy a
beautiful drive.
 RSVP to walkered57@gmail.com.
 See you on April 27!

Your Driving Tours Team
Greg Smith, Phil Sanders, Ed Walker
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Heroes of Bavaria Winter Party
our wiNTer parTy aT lemay—america’s car museum 
—proved To Be a huge success. We had the spectacular 
collection of BMW Racecars, courtesy of the BMW CCA 
Foundation, and the beautiful surrounds of the Museum. 
The caterer did a great job with Bavarian-themed food that 
seemed to never end. 
 Books for the exhibit were purchased by many and there 
was the opportunity to get them signed by the author, Jackie 
Jouret. Peter Gleeson, our local collector extraordinaire and 
super storyteller, assisted by Jackie, walked to each car in the 
exhibit with a wireless microphone and talked about the story 
behind each car. It was pretty special.

 It was, after all, a January 
night and we were fortunate 
that the Great Snow Storm of 
2019 waited until February to 
arrive. On our party night the 
weather was mild and lovely. 
Over 150 people attended, 
and I can’t imagine anyone 
went away disappointed. 

David Lightfoot

About 150 members and guests attended the Winter Party.

Jackie Jouret and Peter Gleeson explain the significance of 
each of the Heroes. Picture here are Lance White’s 328 and 
Manfred Scharmach’s 3.0 CSL.
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Roundel writers Jackie Jouret,  
left, and Mi Ae Lipe attended.
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By Michael MitchellPASSION: 50 Years of BMW Cars and Community
The Bmw cca fouNdaTioN museum 
just wrapped up their second exhibit— 
ICON: 50 Years of the 2002. Thirty won-
derful examples of the BMW 2002 were 
on display for this show. We enjoyed 
celebrating the 50th anniversary of this 
car. For 2019, the Foundation’s exhibit 
will celebrate another 50th anniversary.
 Back in 1969, many people had fallen 
in love with the BMW 2002. Enthusiasts 
were buying these sedans, flashing their 
headlights at other 02s, and gathering to 
talk about their common interest. Guys 
like Michel Potheau, Parker Spooner, 
Joseph Chamberlain, and Michael 
Izor in the Boston area were all BMW 
enthusiasts. They decided to form this 
club called BMW Car Club of America 
(BMW CCA). Since then, it has grown 
to be one of the largest single-marque 
clubs in the world.

 The PASSION exhibit will celebrate 
the 50th anniversary of the BMW CCA. 
The show will officially open Friday, 
May 17, 2019. If you can’t make it on 
the opening day, this exhibit will run 
through January 18, 2020. The 50th  
Oktoberfest will be held in Greenville, 
SC in October, during which there will 
be plenty of time to visit the Founda-
tion’s exhibit. 
 Jackie Jouret is currently writing the 
latest exhibit book, PASSION, which 
will be available May 17. This will tell 
the story of how the club was formed, 
the history, and will feature the 22 cars 
on display and their owners. As with the 
previous two Foundation exhibitions, 
the book will be available in hardcover 
slipcase collector edition and a more 
affordable softcover version. The follow-
ing cars will be included in the exhibit:
•	 1969	2002
•	 1970	E9	2800CS

•	 1972	2002tii
•	 1980	E26	M1
•	 1981	E12	528i
•	 1985	E24	M635CSi
•	 E28	5	Series	Rusty	Slammington
•	 1988	E30	M3
•	 1988	E30	M3	Club	Racing	(one	of	the	

first Club Racing cars)
•	 1989	E30	325is
•	 1994	E31	850CSi
•	 1995	E36	M3	(the	very	first	car	to	be	

sold in the US)
•	 1995	E34	M5	Touring
•	 2001	E46	M3
•	 2001	E46	M3	One	Lap	car	(Active	

Autowerke)
•	 2002	E39	M5	Dinan
•	 2002	E36/8	Z3	M	Coupe
•	 2003	E46	330i	ZHP
•	 2003	E53	X5	4.6is
•	 2011	E82	1	M	Coupe
•	 2015	i8
•	 2016	F32	M4	GTS
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some driving terms, and see if you  
really like pushing yourself and your 
car a bit. The Car Control Clinic is held 
at Pacific Raceways in the large asphalt 
paddock. There, you will be guided 
through a series of exercises demarked 
by orange cones: slalom course, accident 
avoidance, braking, a mini-autocross, 
and skid pad. These exercises will  
acquaint you and your car! We want  
you to experience what your car will do  
under hard braking enough to engage 
the ABS system, how well the suspension  
holds your car to the pavement, and 
frankly just how stable a BMW really 
is! Complete the Car Control Clinic (or 
one similar offered by other clubs) and 
you are ready to drive on the racetrack!

MOTOR SPORTS
spriNg is fiNally here. The snows of 
February are a distant memory. Now, it 
is time to think about the first track day 
of the year, May 17 at Pacific Raceways! 
 What have you done in the off- 
season to get your car ready for the 
track? What have you done personally 
to get ready for performance driving 
this year? I subscribe to Ross Bentley’s 
“Speed Secrets” and get performance 
driving literature every Tuesday. Ross 
has topics geared to the full-on racers  
to those of us who enjoy performance 
driving. Many of the articles touch 
topics like the physics of driving, the 
psychology of driving, and the mental-
physical preparation needed for driving. 
Ross also has a new book out that is 
definitely worth reading. 
 Why do I write about this? With  
newer cars having a lot more horse-
power than TRAKCAR (318is four- 
cylinder) you will be going fast on the 
track and demanding more from your-
self and your car. Plus getting into shape 
and learning more about your car and 
some car dynamics is good for you!
 For those of you who have not been 
to the track before and thinking about 
doing so; just do it. There is no real  
barrier to bringing your car to the track 
and driving it with the help of one of 
our very talented and experienced 
instructors. 
 For the first time drivers, we ask that 
you attend our Car Control Clinic to 
learn some fundamentals of car control, 

 What do you need to drive on the 
racetrack? Nothing but a car that has 
passed inspection, a SNELL 2010 or 
later helmet, an open mind, and a full 
tank of gas. You do not need race brake 
pads, R-compound tires, a roll cage, 
special racing stripes, or a fire suit. The 
Ultimate Driving Machine is designed 
to be driven to track, put down some 
hot laps, then be driven home again  
and pick up a cold six-pack at the end  
of the day. That is it. 
 For the 2019 track season, we will  
be running four groups as we have  
in the past: A-advanced solo, B-solo, 
C-intermediate, and D-novice. You will 
have an instructor assigned to drivers in 
D and C groups. We will have a B-group 
check ride at the beginning of the year 
just to dust off cob webs, then you are 
free to run solo after the first session.  
A senior instructor will be assigned to  
both B and A groups to discuss technique  
after each session. We will have an 
instructor assigned to C and D groups 
who will hold download sessions through- 
out the day. We want to encourage all 
the drivers in the run groups to commu-
nicate and talk about their experiences. 
 So, what is preventing you from  
coming out to the track and driving your 
car like the BMW engineers meant it to 
be driven? The answer is nothing.
 See you at the track.

Steve Libby

i8 Safety Car will rarely, if ever, be seen 
at chapter track days.
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June 22–2318th Annual E30 Picnic Weekend!
E30 Tech Session
Saturday, June 22, 1:00–4:00 pm

Covering various E30 related topics  
in one-hour blocks all afternoon. 

Sunday will be the traditional E30 Show 
& Shine starting at 10:00 am. The E30 
Picnic has evolved into the largest  
gathering of E30s on earth. We are  
planning on 200+ E30s that day, so be 
sure to be part of the fun! All E30s are 
invited, from garage queens to daily 
drivers (like mine!). 

E30 Picnic Presented by Garagistic
Sunday, June 23, 10:00 am–3:00 pm
LeMay Collection at Marymount
325 – 152nd Street East, Tacoma 98445
www.LeMayMarymount.org

Register Early and Save!
Receive a discounted entry fee by  
registering at www.motorsportreg.com  
—the only place to register for the 
E30 Picnic. Cost is $16 for BMW Club 
members, $20 for non-members. Early 
registration closes at 6:00 pm on Thurs-
day, June 20. You can register on site the 
day of the show for $25, cash only. 

All Club Members Welcome!
All Club members are welcome to attend  
the E30 Picnic. New for this year: Non 
E30s will enter at the main LeMay  
entrance and pay $15 for parking in  
the regular LeMay parking lot which  
besides seeing the E30 Picnic will  
include touring the LeMay Museum. 
See: www.E30Picnic.com for all the 
latest information regarding the E30 
Picnic. See you there!

Lance Richert, E30 Picnic Chairman
LanceRichert@gmail.com, 425-443-2188

Location
Accuracy Automative
2905 Jahn Ave. NW
Suite 6
Gig	Harbor,	WA	98335	
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Sponsored by R3V Limited
 

PRESENTING SPONSOR

SUPPORTERS
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The pugeT souNd chapTer’s e30 
picNic is the largest yearly gathering  
of E30s in the world. The most recent 
2018 E30 picnic saw over 280 E30s in 
attendance, coming from ten states and 
two	Canadian	provinces.	However,	the	
event	did	not	start	out	so	large.	Here	is	 
a brief history of the E30 Picnic.

The Early Years (2002-2004)
The E30 Picnic did start as a simple 
picnic in 2002, at Newcastle Beach in 
Bellevue, WA. The event was launched 
by Lance Richert after watching more 
informal gatherings of E30s take place 
at various parks in Seattle. To make 
lunch simple at the first Picnic, we said 
bring five bucks and we’ll order up six-
foot Subway sandwiches. We thought we 
might see two dozen E30s show up the 
first year but in reality, saw 54 E30s at-
tend and around 110 people. In year two 
we had 91 E30s attend plus one BMW 
M1 which was allowed to park in the 
corner. The M1 was Dean Schindell’s 
whose E30 M3 was in pieces at the time 
going through an extensive renovation. 
In year three we saw 112 E30s show up 
and we were feeding 250 people with 
six-foot Subway sandwiches. With only 
90+ parking spots allotted to the Picnic 
by the Bellevue Parks Department, 
we overran the facility and went on 
the hunt for a bigger location. We also 
weren’t organized enough to remember 
who was the furthest traveled during  
the Newcastle Beach E30 Picnic era.

Getting Established (2005-2009)
With the E30 Picnic in need of more space  
and someone to provide the food, we 
hooked	up	with	the	Triple-X	Drive-In	

History of the E30 Picnic
in Issaquah who held weekly Sunday 
car shows. The E30 Picnic continued to 
grow with 2005 seeing 105, 2006 saw 165, 
2007 drew 169, 2008 was 180, and 2009 a 
whopping 243! The 243 was an estimate 
as we had no exact way to count E30s 
at	the	Triple-X.	But	there	were	a	lot.	
The problem was other enthusiasts were 
coming to see the E30 Picnic, which led 
to	the	Triple-X	being	overrun	with	cars.	
The Issaquah Police were called and it 
was time to find another new home for 
the E30 Picnic.
	 Highlights	at	the	Triple-X	included	one	
year where we invited some Mercedes  
190 16 valves to attend. These were the 
Mercedes homologation equivalent to 
the E30 M3. We also had the Issaquah 
Fire Department out with their ladder 
truck and that helped Curtis Creager get 
a great aerial photo of the show which we  
commemorated in a poster. We also saw 
more people making long drives from 
outside the Pacific Northwest.

Present (2010-...)
In 2010 we landed the E30 Picnic at the  
LeMay Marymount Museum, not to be  
confused with LeMay—America’s Car 
Museum in Tacoma. LeMay Marymount 
was the original museum location for  
the large LeMay collection of cars. 
Blessed with irrigated grass fields, LeMay  
Marymount was a perfect location  
suitable to the E30 Picnic. A cozy green 
lawn circled by walls of green evergreen 
trees and brick buildings from the old 
monastery. Also located further south 
in Spanaway, it was a bit closer for the 
large caravans of E30s now routinely 
coming from Oregon and California. 
And being in Spanaway, a little further 

out on the fringes as the E30 Picnic still 
tries at heart to be a private party rather 
than a public car show. In 2018 we saw 
more people flying into the Picnic who 
didn’t want to drive, and Garagistic was 
brought on as a Presenting Sponsor.

Furthest Traveled Award
We don’t have many awards at the 
E30 Picnic. But we do bestow special 
recognition to the person who drove the 
furthest to the E30 Picnic in their E30. In  
the early years, coming from somewhere 
along the West Coast would secure the  
Furthest Traveled award. Now, you need 
to be driving an E30 from the far East 
Coast to snag the award!
•	 2018: Liam Kuck, Danbury, CT
•	 2017: Raymond Moser, Treasure  

 Island, FL 
Honorable mention: Rob Lowry,  
	 Hampton,	VA 
Flew in for the 2017 E30 Picnic:  
	 Robert	Le,	Australia,	Shane	Hill,		
 Australia, Stephanie, England

•	 2016: Morton Balsrik, Edmond, OK 
Honorable mention: Evan Quon,  
 Omaha, NE

•	 2015: Ryan Carag, Maryland 
Honorable mention: Alex Sukhovetskiy,  
 Tennessee 

•	 2014: Tony Abatangelo, IL
•	 2013: Ken	Carson,	TX
•	 2012: Adam Chavez, CO
•	 2011: Tony Abatangelo, IL
•	 2010: Satch Carlson, San Diego, CA
•	 2009: David Gossage, Iowa
•	 2008: Elliot Olson, Georgia
•	 2007: Matt Russell, La Crescenta, CA
•	 2006: Josh Anderson, Bend, OR.
•	 2005: Justin Bresee, Petaluma, CA

PATRICK MILLER
“25 years of
precis ion automotive
service”

11908 - 124 Ave. NE
Kirkland, WA 98034

(Totem Lake) 425-823-1511

OMNI
BRAKE & ALIGNMENT, Inc.
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everyoNe who has owNed a Bmw 
has probably enjoyed sliding through 
corners full throttle. And many have 
done some sort of track event like an 
HPDE	with	the	Club.	If	you	are	looking	
for something more challenging, here’s 
how to take it to the next level. This year,  
ICSCC	is	again	allowing	qualified	HPDE	 
drivers to drive on the track during the 
conference weekend races. Think of this 
as	a	mini-HPDE.	These	will	take	place	
on May 10 and July 19 at Pacific; May 5,  
June 14 and August 16 at Portland Inter-
national Raceway and August 23 at the 
Ridge Motorsport Complex in Shelton. 
Sign up for these events will be through 
MotorSportReg.com. No details yet 
have been provided on similar events  
at Mission and Spokane. 
 So, what do car enthusiasts, specifically  
racers, do in the off-season? Most make 
sure their safety gear is current and 
working. Some focus on physical fitness, 
driver skills, studying the GCRs, using 
simulators, or karting. Some study Ross 

The PRO3 Line
Bentley’s free track maps of 100 favorite 
circuits	SpeedSecrets.com/Trackmaps.		
A few race out of the area, such as at 
Thunderhill. Quite a few attend car races  
or watch them on TV. Many of us are 
just saving up to race another season.
 The 2019 season starts with our first 
PRO3 race at Mission, BC, April 19-21. 
And a LOT of PRO3 drivers are buying, 
selling, upgrading, and building cars to 
get ready for opening day. John Gillespie  
bought Doug Rawlyk’s car and Steve 
Nickel bought John’s old car. Olivier 
Henrichot	and	Rich	Reinhard	sold	their	
cars. Malcom Curtis and Werner Berger 
are upgrading theirs. Erik Gerlof and 
Zach	Ogdahl	are	building	new	cars.	Bob	
Mearns sold his car to Parker McKean 
who then sold it to Tim O’Donnell from 
whom I bought Oscar back in 2009. Still 
following? For sale are Rick Edwards #103  
through	Jordan	Allen	and	Rand	Hogan’s	 
#429. You can always rent from Jordan, 
Hank	Moore,	Wes	Hill	and	others.	See	
www.facebook.com/groups/pro3racing/.

 We also go to awards banquets. The 
IRDC banquet was held at the LeMay 
Family Museum on February 16, and 
over 80 conference racers and workers 
showed up. Armadillo Racing’s Andy 
Collins, presented the trophies because 
he has been involved in local racing so 
long that he not only knows the winners, 
but all the racers whom the trophies were  
named after. PRO3 had three winners—
Rookie of the Year John Voigt, Driver 
of the Year Brian Bercovitz, and the 
Chateau Bonzo Award to Jim Cissell. 
All you need to know about the Bonzo 
is—it’s very prestigious.
 Co-author, Bill Ecker is still working 
on his PRO3 cars’ and drivers’ book. 
Here’s	a	sneak	preview.	From	current	
(and former) Conference President 
Rick Bostrom: “For some reason this 
project is just sooooo appealing to me. I 
envision a coffee table book with glossy 
pictures—a page for each car showing 
liveries, owners, and race stats.  Like 
the Shelby register, or historic Trans 
Am	/IMSA	chronicles.	I	think	someday	
people are going to look back on the 
PRO3 series and be amazed at its size 
and competitiveness.” Former Chief 
Steward Bob Mearns: “The #105 car was 
built	by/for	Hugh	Golden	and	raced	
in ITS and SPM as part of the Kahn 
stable. I converted it to PRO3, and 
raced it as #161 from 2005-2014. In my 
first PRO3 race, with ten cars, I finished 
sixth—and mostly went backwards from 
then on. Mike Olsen’s #130 car was built 
in 2005 by yours truly and named The 
Reaper in 2006. Then there were 12 cars 
in existence. A key to PRO3’s success 
was Greg and Toni Miller’s Mothership 
which provided a communal eating spot 
at races and really drove home the idea 
of ‘Friends between Checkered and 
Green.’” Stay tuned for more.

Bill ‘Blue Baron’ Ecker and Jim ‘Croc Man’ Cissell
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The PRO3 pack negotiates the Festival Curves at Portland.
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 Recently, Jim asked PRO3 co-founder  
Wes	Hill	who	was	the	best	PRO3	driver	
ever: Andrew Newell, Ted Anthony, Jeff 
Van	Lierop,	Chris	Hart,	Cody	Smith,	
Kevin	Doyle,	Chuck	Hurley,	Olivier	
Henrichot,	Kyle	Byers,	Corey	Peters,	
or Brian Bercovitz? Wes said he would 
put them all in the front-runners in a 
Pro	series.	He	pointed	out	that	at	the	
NASA SE 46 Championships at COTA 
on September 24, former PRO3 drivers 
Newell,	Jason	Vein,	and	Chuck	Hurley	
finished fourth, sixth and seventh and 
BC driver Jason Fraser finished first on 
a course he had never raced before. Wes 
also insisted that “you and I would have 
finished mid pack in that field, I’m sure 
of it.” So, there is that. 
 Original PRO3 Line author Michael 
Olsen will drive the pace car at some of 
our races this year. You may remember 
Mike from such memorable lines as 
“said no one ever” and “there is that.” 
But he’s probably best remembered for 
his incredibly funny wife Melanie Olsen. 
 Corrections: We forgot to thank Gerry  
Frechette for his great photos in the last 
issue. Please visit his website at gerry-
frechette.zenfolio.com. We also over-
looked PRO3 winners at the September 
PIR Enduro. Kevin Doyle, Corey Peters, 

and Matt Lowell took first in the ME2 
class in the two-hour and third in the  
four-hour—where Josh Moriarty and  
Collin Koehler took second, and John  
Voigt, Dave Weller, and Dirk Groeneveld  
fifth. In the eight-hour E2, PRO3 drivers 
took first, second, and fourth.
 Thanks to Gama Aguilar for stepping 
up as IRDC President, Course Marshall 

David Weller for trying to fill Lance 
Richert’s shoes, Sarah Lally Brown for 
handling sponsor drawings, and Daniele 
Hovington	for	our	PRO3	calendars	which	 
you can pick up at any of our great 
sponsors: Toyo Tires, BMW Northwest, 
Bimmerworld, 425 Motorsports, Griot’s 
Garage, Proformance Racing School, 
and Advanced Auto Fabrication. 
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The Ridge in Shelton features this dramatic change in elevation. 

This photo of the PRO3 class champions for 2018 was taken by Gerry Frechette, who we forgot to credit in the last issue.
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iN The lasT Zündfolge issue, I wrote 
about riding along with the Washington 
State Patrol during a routine daytime 
shift. What law enforcement encounters 
on our roads is often fascinating and not 
what you’d expect.
 My second ride-along was a Friday 
night shift that started at 10:00 pm in  
Tacoma, this time with Trooper Kevin 
Fortino, who is part of an elite Target 
Zero	Team	(TZT)	that	focuses	on	
impaired	driving.	TZTs	have	been	very	
effective in getting drunk drivers off  
the roads in several Washington State 
counties since their inception a few years  
ago as part of our governor-mandated 
highway safety plan of zero traffic 
deaths	by	2030.	TZT	officers	undergo	
special training in the complex nuances 
of impaired driving stops, sobriety testing,  
and related reports and paperwork, and 
they are sometimes called in by municipal  
law enforcement who don’t have as much  
training or knowledge in these areas.
 As soon as I climbed into Trooper 
Fortino’s Ford Explorer, he explained we  
were already on a “hot run,” meaning that  
he was being called to investigate a DUI  
incident	right	away.	He	also	asked	that	
I minimize interaction with any suspect 
that might be apprehended to avoid 
escalating a situation (in-car cameras 
capture video and audio at all times).

Driving in the Read World: Riding Along with
Washington State Patrol: Part II, The DUI Patrol by Mi Ae Lipe

grateful for—and rely on—local civilians  
to alert them to these dangerous situations.  
By law, officers are required to follow 
up on all such reports.
 A young Caucasian man in his 20s 
had apparently passed out at the wheel 
in the middle of the road. Miraculously, 
his foot ended up resting on the brake 
and not on the gas, causing his car to 
come to a stop without hitting anyone 
or anything.
 Trooper Fortino put handcuffs on 
this still-groggy fellow, placed him in our 
backseat, told him what was happening,  
asked a few preliminary questions, 
and then stepped away to talk to other 
authorities at the scene. It was truly 
surreal and profoundly awkward to be 
sitting silently in the front seat as this 
fellow slowly emerged from his stupor 
and began pouring out a full spectrum 
of emotions to me, a complete stranger. 
In a matter of minutes, he swung from 
contrition and frustration to anger and 
terror once it began to dawn on him  
the full consequences of this incident—
possibly even losing his driver’s license 
and job. Whimpers, crying, and sniffling 
soon emanated from the backseat.
 Once Trooper Fortino finished talking  
with a tow-truck operator who had shown  

up to take this man’s car to an impound 
lot, he drove us all to the same Tacoma 
office where he and I had met an hour 
earlier. By now it was 11:00 pm. In a 
typical DUI case, the entire intake and 
booking process takes about three hours 
from initial call to final paperwork. 
For this young man, it was relatively 
straightforward—this was his first DUI 
with no prior history, so he did not have 
to go to jail.
	 He	insisted	that	he’d	been	sleep-
deprived all week and that’s why he’d 
been driving erratically and passed out. 
He	also	said	that	he’d	gone	over	to	his	
friend’s house after work that evening and  
consumed only a couple of beers five 
hours earlier, so he couldn’t be drunk.
 When the final breathalyzer results 
showed a blood alcohol percentage well  
over the legal limit (caused by far more 
than the two beers he’d claimed), he 
became angry. Fierce denial set in. Until  
this moment, this fellow had been very 
respectful and courteous to Trooper 
Fortino. For a few heated minutes, that 
all changed, but soon the man gave up 
and returned to a polite but bewildered 
demeanor.
 Eventually, Trooper Fortino called a 
cab to pick him up and take him home. 
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We sped to a nearby area  
where a small car sat  
stationary in a center turning  
lane; local city police were  
already on the scene.

 We sped to a nearby area where a 
small car sat stationary in a center turning  
lane; local city police were already on 
the scene. Other motorists had spotted  
this vehicle moving erratically on a nearby  
freeway, reported it, and then at least 
one citizen had followed it off the high-
way so they could communicate with law  
enforcement as to its exact whereabouts 
and activity. It turns out that both WSP 
and municipal police are extremely 
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It would be up to the courts and the 
Department of Licensing to decide his 
fate. In a way, this event was incredibly 
lucky—this man’s first legal DUI ended 
with an incident that did not result in  
injury, death, or property damage but 
still served as a wake-up call to a possibly  
emerging lifestyle problem. Still, FBI 
statistics show that the average drunk 
driver has driven drunk over 80 times 
before the first arrest.
 That was to be our only DUI on 
Trooper Fortino’s shift that evening, but  
the night held a couple other adventures.  
We cruised a bar-heavy area notorious  
for intoxicated drivers heading out on the  
weekend but got called to an incident  
every officer dreads—a wrong-way 
driver on I-5. Such drivers are usually 
impaired, elderly, confused, or fleeing 
police (or a combination thereof), and it’s  
critical to get them off the road as soon 
as possible—every elapsing second can 
mean life or death for obvious reasons.
 What’s it like to be in the front seat of  
a police cruiser traveling at high speed in  
the	HOV	lane	with	full	lights	flashing	and	 
sirens blaring? My adrenaline surged as 
I watched the speedometer climb to 114 
mph as we barreled along I-5. I daresay 
I did some rabbit-kicking as we zoomed 
right up on the bumper of a car poking 
along ahead of us.

 Its driver obviously hadn’t seen us 
coming in spite of our light-and-noise 
show. A backseat passenger swung his 
head to look back at us with alarm. 
Even then, the driver was absurdly slow 
to move over to the right. We shot past 
for a mile down the road, and then it 
happened again. Pay attention, people!
We arrived to find multiple police vehicles  
surrounding the wrong-way car, which 
was now stopped. But the driver had 
gotten out and run up a nearby steep 
embankment with a sagging chain-link 
fence at the top. At least half a dozen 
officers were scrambling through the tall 
grass, wildly waving flashlights as they 
frantically searched for the missing  
driver. As I watched several of them 
struggle to hack through the fence with 
wire-cutters, the chaotic scene suddenly 
reminded me—rather unfairly—of the 
Keystone Kops.

miae@drivingintherealworld.com

 Enough police were swarming the 
place that there was nothing Trooper 
Fortino could do. Time to move on. I 
never did find out why the driver had 
been heading the wrong way.
 It was now nearly 2:00 am. Turning 
around, we cruised on a deserted north-
bound I-5 through Tacoma. I marveled 
at how empty it was—rarely have I seen 
this spot without immense construction 
and equally intense congestion, day or 
night. After turning onto a bypass ramp, 
we passed a car sitting in the middle of  
a lane with its lights off, oddly parked 
inside a row of orange construction cones 
—and saw two people outside the car 
moving cones around in the darkness.
 Because we’d been going too fast 
to stop right then and back up, we had 
to travel several miles down the road 
before we could turn around and reach 
that same spot again seven minutes 
later. But this time, nothing was to be 
seen—no car, no people, and all the 
cones neatly back in place.
	 Was	it	a	dream?	Had	we	imagined	
things? Just another night, another  
mystery, in the nocturnal shift of a  
WSP officer.

 

What’s it like to be in the  
front seat of a police cruiser 
traveling at high speed in  
the HOV lane with full lights 
flashing and sirens blaring? 
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The 700 Story
This year Bmw is markiNg The 
60Th aNNiversary of the introduction 
of the 700. The role the 700 placed in the 
history of BMW is complicated. Some 
say the 700 saved the company, but it 
isn’t that simple. 
 Immediately after the end of the war, 
BMW produced bicycles, kitchen equip-
ment and other mundane products; 
mostly made from melted down alumi-
num airplane parts. 
 The first postwar motorcycle was in-
troduced in 1948 and sold well through 
its peak sales year of 1952, dropping 
quickly after that. The 501 baroque 
angel was put into production in 1952, 
but it was too expensive for most Ger-
man families at that time and the styling 
was from the 1930s. A bigger engine and 
nicer trim for the 502 didn’t help much. 
The 503 and 507 were limited produc-
tion shooting stars that lost money. 
From a financial perspective, all the 
500-series cars were flops. Things were 
getting increasingly desperate for BMW. 

 German citizens after the war first 
used bicycles, then motorcycles and 
then microcars, which were essentially 
enclosed motorcycles. Searching for 
such a car, a representative from BMW 
attended the Geneva Motor Show in 
March 1954. There on display was the 
Isetta, meaning little Iso, a product of 
the Iso Rivolta refrigeration company 
of Milan, who had decided to put into 
production a microcar designed by an 
aeronautical engineer. 
 The front-opening door design had 
not caught on in its native Italy, so 
BMW representatives were able to not 
only license the design and name, but 
also buy the production line equipment, 
which had only produced about 1,000 
vehicles for the home market. The pro-
duction line was trucked over the Alps 
and installed in Munich, allowing BMW 
to start sales of the ‘little egg’ in 1955. 
From 1955 to 1962, BMW sold over 
160,000 Isettas.

 BMW then created a stretch version 
of the Isetta, the 600, with a rear seat 
and a side door. It was sold for three 
years, from 1957 to 1959, with about 
35,000 units produced. The odd styling 
ensured it was another flop.
 BMW management never saw the 
Isetta or 600 as ‘cars.’ They were stop-
gap efforts that might help the company 
get to the real goal, a mid-sized, conven-
tional car. This was the goal throughout 
the 1950s, but the company was under-
capitalized after the war and continued 
losses made the financial situation ever 
worse. It didn’t help that management 
was at times timid, inept and arrogant. 
Quite a combination.

The 700
The internal development department 
tried to stretch the chassis of the 600 
further in order to accommodate a more 
conventional-looking car. This proved 
impossible, but the engineers, and the 

By Marcel Rietdjik and David Lightfoot

Continued on Page 16
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The 700 Story
accountants for that matter, wanted to 
use the suspension and drivetrain that 
had been developed for the 600. Fritz 
Fiedler, the legendary engineer from the 
1930s, clung to the ‘rightness’ of the 600, 
despite the market not accepting the car.
 Enter Wolfgang Denzel, the Austrian 
importer for BMW and an engineer 
himself. Denzel was commissioned by 
the BMW CEO to develop a car outside 
the normal BMW process. Denzel, in 
turn, asked Albrecht Goertz, to do a 
modern small-car design. Goertz had 
done the beautiful 503 and 507 for 
BMW. Goertz’s fee was too high for the 
struggling company, so he recommended 
his friend, Giovanni Michelotti, who got 
the job. 

big move, presenting the new BMW 700 
Coupé, the first model in the new series, 
to some 100 international motoring 
journalists. This was in Feldafing near 
Munich, at the same place where about 
two years before they had first seen the 
not-so-fortunate BMW 600.
 The minute the new Coupé was  
revealed, everybody started clapping. 
The journalists immediately admired the 
new model. The BMW 700 had grown 
out of the small car class still prevailing 
in the market at the time and allowed a 
relatively high standard of freedom in 
providing extra space. The designers and 
engineers were particularly proud of the 
car’s consistent lightweight technology 
reducing dry weight to less than 600 kg 
or 1,323 pounds despite the car’s overall 
length of 139.4, thus providing the quali-
ties required for good acceleration and 
hill-climbing performance.
 Journalists driving the BMW 700 
Coupé were—rightly—thrilled from the  
start, waxing lyrical about the car’s design  
and its driving qualities: “Acceleration is 
certainly impressive for a car of this size, 
taking	you	from	a	standstill	to	90	km/h	
in	20	and	to	100	km/h	in	30	seconds.”	
Ultimately, most of the testers readily 
confirmed the optimism expressed by 
BMW’s Board of Management: “The 
BMW 700 Coupé is the latest model 
from Bayerische Motoren Werke and 
promises to be a great success and a  
real highlight at this year’s Frankfurt 
Motor Show.”

Frankfurt Show
This is precisely what happened, with 
the BMW 700 becoming a genuine 
highlight for the public in Frankfurt. 
The new Coupé was presented on the 
BMW stand at the 1959 Frankfurt Show 
at a price of DM 5,300 including the 
car’s heater. Right next to it was the 
four-seater Saloon based on the same 
engineering and design concept and 
destined to enter series production in 
early 1960.
 With the Frankfurt Motor Show 
hardly over, BMW struck a very positive 
balance towards the end of September:  
“Both new models were warmly welcomed  
by motor journalists and the public alike,  
showing a response well beyond even 

our most optimistic expectations. As a 
result, we successfully made an unusually  
large number of sales not only in  
Germany, but also and above all in  
our export markets.”

Politics Behind the Scenes
While the 700 was well received at the 
September 1959 Frankfurt Show and 
orders poured in, the financial situation 
continued to deteriorate. Daimler-Benz 
wanted to buy BMW and turn the plant 
into a parts-making facility. A deal 
was struck with management for what 
was called a merger but, in fact, was 
an acquisition. BMW wasn’t really a 
competitor of Daimler-Benz at the time. 
Financing had been arranged through 
Deutsche Bank. 
 The fateful board meeting occurred 
on December 9, 1959. The proposed  
purchase by Daimler-Benz was supported  
by management but opposed by the 
smaller shareholders, the unions and the  
dealers. The dealers would, after all, lose 
their BMW franchise when the company  
was absorbed into Daimler-Benz. 
 There was also some skullduggery 
that has never been explained. The  
development costs for the 700 should 
have been capitalized and written 
off over time. Instead, they were all 
expensed in 1959. The board meet-
ing occurred in December, before the 
year-end audit might have uncovered 
this. The Daimler-Benz offer had a very 
short period for acceptance. And man-
agement neglected to disclose the 25,000 
firm orders that had been received from 
their dealers. Clearly management was 
trying to make the deal happen. 

 Michelotti’s prototype used the 
mechanicals from the 600, with the 
engine enlarged but still in the rear, 
and wrapped them in a unibody design 
that sidestepped the problem of further 
stretching the 600’s chassis. It became 
BMW’s first unibody car. 
 While Michelotti’s coupe prototype  
went into production in virtually  
unchanged form, BMW internally  
developed a two-door sedan version  
and then followed with the 700 LS 
(Luxus),	700	Sport/CS	and	finally,	the	
lovely 700 Sport Cabriolet. The 700 was 
the	first	BMW	to	feature	the	Hofmeister	 
kink, the rear window line that has been 
the hallmark of all BMWs since then. 
Hofmeister	was	the	head	of	BMW	 
Design at the time. 
 The opposed two-cylinder engine 
started at 30 horsepower, was uprated to 
40 hp in the sport version and eventually  
reached 70 hp in racing versions, known 
as the 700RS.

Presentation to the Press
On 9 June 1959 BMW’s Board of  
Management under their Chief Executive  
Dr	Heinrich	Richter-Brohm	made	the	

Continued from Page 15

The man at the table with his hand to  
his head is the attorney representing  
the dealers. 
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 The attorney for the dealers got the 
decision on the offer delayed, which 
effectively killed it. The problem of 
the company being undercapitalized 
remained. The Quandt family were the 
biggest BMW shareholders and had 
been in favor of the Benz offer initially. 
But they were impressed by the workers  

The styling of the 700 made it look  
conventional, while the engine was  
still in the back.

and the dealership network and 
switched their standing to favoring  
an independent BMW. 
 Subsequently the Quandts recapitalized  
BMW so that orders for the 700 could be  
met. More importantly, they also invested  
sufficient amounts to allow development  
of the New Class, the car that set a new 

direction for the company and the  
predecessor of every modern BMW.
 So did the 700 save BMW? At the 
very least, the Isetta and then the 700 
bought the company time until the 
Quandt rescue. The Quandt family, now 
60 years later, still own 46.6 percent of 
BMW’s stock. 
 

The 700 probably looks best in cabrio 
form. 

One of the few modern BMWs without a 
kidney grill. 
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Columbia River Gorge Tour
(If you’ve never participated in a Club 
tour, this write up of a great drive in 2015 
will give you a flavor of what to expect. 
—Editor)

i had The greaT forTuNe To close 
ouT The lasT week of may 2015 
wiTh my firsT Bmw cluB drive. 
Sponsored by BMW CCA, Puget 
Sound Region, it was the first tour drive 
over these particular roads, and it was 
spectacular. We traveled down from 
Tacoma and took the windiest, most 
scenic and least direct route possible 
to a little town called Stevenson over 
at the Columbia River Gorge, stopping 
at Astoria in Oregon for lunch.
 It all started at 8:00 in the morning 
at BMW Northwest in Tacoma. The sun 
cast a perfect gleam over the myriad of 
BMWs lining up to start the drive, and I 
was a little overwhelmed; I’d never seen 
so many BMWs in one place. I’m quite 
fond of BMWs, as my girlfriend might 
exasperatedly tell you, so I was like a 
kid	on	Christmas.	“I	need	this	new	Z4,”	
I told my girlfriend pointedly. “And we 
should	get	an	X5.	It’s	only	practical.	The	
trunk of the E46 just doesn’t fit enough 
tools or, you know, groceries or whatever.”
 After a half-hour of debating my  
future vehicle purchases, a short meeting  
was called and it was time to set off. 
My car was nestled between a spotless 
convertible E36 M3; a perfect car for 
the weather and a beautiful early-model 
Z4,	with	the	few	stubborn	clouds	above	
it crisply reflected over its deep-blue 
hood. The air filled with the sounds of 
waking engines as I neared my 330Ci. 
My thumb was pressed against the key 
so that all the windows would be open 
when I got in, and a flick of the ignition 
gave me the familiar growl followed by 
a low, calm purr. I was ready. My car 
was ready. In the passenger seat, my 
girlfriend was ready. With twenty-five 
BMWs at attention, we were split into 
two groups, and soon I was following a 
silver E46 through the Tacoma roads.
 The etiquette took me a few turns 
and merges to get down. I had been 
told that as long as we were following 
the lead car, it didn’t matter if our cars 
got out of order or if we stayed in line. 
I soon found out, through several tricky 

merges involving a few semi-trucks and 
a line of BMWs behind me, that the car 
in my rear view was insistent on staying  
firmly planted there, no matter how 
inconvenient it may have been for them. 
I continued forward, paying attention  
to that E46 in front, but also to that  
Z4	still	behind	me,	making	sure	that	I	
didn’t do anything to make their life 
unduly difficult.
 After a nice warm-up drive on I-5, 
BMWs proudly cruising past those more 
destination-focused drivers, I felt more 
confident and comfortable as one of 
the line-up. Just passed 30 miles on the 
tripometer, my copilot warned me of 
an upcoming merge onto highway 101, 
and then to the beautiful Washington 8. 
It was as though we were being slowly 
eased into the scenery, starting with  
the warm morning sun just cresting the 
never-ending trees lining the highway. 

Still our entourage pressed on, and over 
the long, slow curves I could see many 
more BMWs ahead, snaking their way 
one by one out of view. Many comfort-
able miles sped by this way, but the 
weather began to lose patience. Clouds 
came in suddenly and with them a 
rather sudden chill. Windows came up 
and convertibles closed as we reached 
our first pit-stop in McCleary.
 This stop was the first real chance 
I got to talk to the other drivers. As is 
usually the case with car people, every-
one was excited to talk about their cars, 
and about the other events they had 
recently attended thanks to BMW CCA. 
The hospitality was wonderful, and it 
was great to feel so quickly welcomed 
into the ranks. I learned that similar 
drives happen every month during the 
summer, and also a little about some 
of the dyno events and professional 
driving classes that people had taken to 
be more confident on the road and on 
the track. The fifteen-minute break was 
over in a flash and soon I was back on 
Washington 8, very content but looking  
forward to learning more about the 
BMW culture.
 The rest of the drive to Astoria was 
amazing. The weather soon cleared back  
up and the roads that the organizers had  
chosen were perfect. We passed myriads  

By Nathan KrosContinued from Page 19

 

It was as though we were  
being slowly eased into the 
scenery, starting with the 
warm morning sun just  
cresting the never-ending 
trees lining the highway.
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of beautiful scenery; we saw lakes 
nestled under steep embankments, 
we drove through magnificent forests, 
and we got some views of the Puget 
Sound that reminded us just how lucky 
we are to live here in Washington. My 
copilot’s only complaint was that we 
couldn’t stop at the viewpoints along 
the way, and I found myself wishing 
that we could as well. Too soon we were 
rounding the corner toward the Astoria 
Bridge, speeding toward Oregon across 
the great mouth of the Columbia River. 
Seagulls floated effortlessly by on the 
wind rising up against the bridge and 
just before we passed through bridge 
construction, we got a fantastic view 
of the city of Astoria, where we were 
stopping for lunch. Mere moments later, 
a parking lot near the water was full to 
the brim with BMWs.
 Our tour guides had several great 
spots picked out for lunch, and no one 

had any complaints about the food. My 
girlfriend and I, having been to Astoria 
before, opted for Charlie’s Chowder 
House	attached	to	the	Tiki	Bar.	Charlie’s	 
had been great to us in the past and that 
day was no exception. We were joined 
by two new friends we had made in  
McCleary, and looking longingly at the 
bar, I opted for a malted milkshake 
since I was, after all, driving. It was a 
fantastic stand-in for my usual Mai Tai, 
and I couldn’t pass up a Mako shark 
burger (how often do you get to eat 
shark?). It was phenomenal, as was my 

girlfriend’s BLT (what large strips of 
bacon you have). Our gentleman com-
panion’s shrimp salad was given a raving 
review (after, of course, he’d found the 
salad under the colossal pile of shrimp), 
as was the gumbo ordered by his wife. 
Each couple shared a clam chowder, 
which was really more of a perfectly-
seasoned clam stew with potatoes and 
more thick-cut bacon. Yes, I am taking 
an entire paragraph to describe our 
lunch, because it was just that good. If 
you haven’t eaten there, go eat there.
 Anyway, yes, lunch was amazing. 
Topped off and ready to go, our troupe 
headed off once more, this time aimed 
east toward the small town of Stevenson.  
On the way we passed a gas station for 
those whose petrol was running thin, 
and I took the opportunity to grab some 
teddy grahams whilst my lovely 

Continued on Page 20

 

Our tour guides had several 
great spots picked out for 
lunch, and no one had any 
complaints about the food. 
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copilot used her photography talents 
to catalogue the wonderful sight of so 
many BMWs lined up together. The 
next stretch of our drive was the most 
spirited; we found ourselves winding 
around Lewis River Road, against more 
breathtaking views, but this time the 
road weaved back and forth against the 
river and our leader was, while certainly 
not reckless, having a lot of fun with the  
corners. Of course, in keeping up with 
him, we were all having a lot of fun with  
the corners! This was exactly how BMWs  
were built to be driven; seamlessly soar-
ing along a winding trail picked out by a 
meandering river. It was perfection.
 All great roads must come to an end, 
and at the end of this one we stopped 
once more behind an ice cream and 
coffee house called RJ’s Coffee Shop, 
whose owners were kind enough to let 
us use their lot. Everyone was elated 
after the riverside drive; as my girlfriend  
and I enjoyed the sun filtering in through  
the trees and down onto the grassy field, 
we excitedly discussed the details of our 
experience. Every BMW had handled 
the drive a little differently, and every 
BMW had handled it well. These are cars  
that love to be driven as much as we 
love to drive them, and I got the sense 
that my E46 was as excited to get going 
again as I was. After some down time, I 
was back in the driver’s seat, coddled by 
leather, wood-grain gleaming happily at 
me in the sunlight, and my engine once 
again purring and ready. Our cars filed 
out for the last stretch of our journey.
 We made a beeline back to the  
Columbia River, passing interesting 
towns (Battle Ground was strangely 
peaceful) and finally finding our way to 
Washington 14, riding up alongside the 
river and enjoying the scenery all the way  
to Skamania Lodge in Stevenson. More 
curves and splendid scenery welcomed 
us, and when we finally arrived at the 
lodge for dinner and drinks, it was every  
bit the perfect end to a perfect day. A 
long line of BMWs in the lot, stiff drinks 
and good food with impeccable company;  
I simply can’t wait for the next drive.
 As a final note, Stevenson (and the 
area around it) has quite a bit to offer 
for the relaxed day traveler. We found 

Columbia River Gorge Tour
an incredibly hospitable couple who 
hosted us through Airbnb, and not only 
were the accommodations comfortable 
and clean, but breakfast was made fresh 
with eggs from their chickens, bread 
baked the same morning and vegetables 
grilled to perfection. There was even 
honey that had come from bees on their 
farm, and it was just unbelievably good.
We found amazing scenery in every 
direction. We crossed the Bridge of the 

Gods to see the Cascade Locks and the 
waterfalls mentioned on the tour email, 
and they were every bit as magnificent 
as we were led to believe. We were also 
told	about	the	Mt.	Hood	scenic	loop,	
which unfortunately we were not able 
to take, but I’m certain it’s a spectacular 
drive and I hope for the opportunity to 
take it in the future. Our guides hadn’t 
once steered us wrong.
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